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About Raiz
Raiz (formerly Acorns) is a mobile first micro-investing platform
via mobile phone or web app, which allows customers to invest
in a portfolio of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) in and outside
of superannuation on a single platform.
Raiz’s key IP is an end to end technology platform allowing
fractional ownership of ETFs through investment of small sums
of money.
Raiz is the market leading mobile-led platform that will
continually grow and evolve with its millennial customers,
providing them with services and products to suit their
emerging needs.
Customer-centric approach – will allow us to continue to grow
our life time value per customer driven by customer feedback
on new products and services.
The Raiz will continue to use its “big data” to build better
predictive machine learning and artificial intelligence models to
improve user experience, maintain low CAC and increase LTV.
Raiz strategy is to expand in Southeast Asia and is licenced in
Indonesia to capture the trend of growth wealth in these
countries middle class.
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Q2’19 Highlights

+30%

+22%

$240k

Revenue
against previous
quarter

Normalised revenue
against previous
Quarter

Reduction in net operating
cash outflow for quarter. Two
months of positive total cash
flow

+21%

175k

$9.4m

Raiz Invest
superannuation FUM

Active Paying
Customers

In cash
& term deposits for
expansion

$254m
In FUM despite poor global
equity market conditions

SE Asia expansion
on track with mutual funds
license secured in Indonesia
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Active Customers

Revenue per customer growth,
supports an increased lifetime
value of customer (“LTV”)
independent of account and
FUM growth

LTV to be enhanced through
advertising, big data, Raiz
Rewards, Raiz Invest Super and
multiple app upgrades and
enhancements

Revenue per customer was up
14.3% on previous quarter and
35.1% since Dec-17
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Revenue Growth
$1.0

RZI has delivered consistent
Quarterly revenue growth &
expects this to continue
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Growth Strategy
The Company’s growth strategy will focus on opportunities to
increase the life time value of the customer based on Raiz’s
scalable technology platform:
o

Accelerating the Raiz Group’s growth in Australia through
increased marketing spend and R&D with machine
learning and AI.

o

Promoting the new Raiz Invest Super product to leverage
the Raiz Group’s existing customer base – fees earned
from funds under management and increasing the depth of
the relationship.

o

Increasing revenue per customer through increased
engagement, new features and products

o

Expand offshore into Southeast Asia to leverage off the
growing wealth in these countries:
•

Indonesian partners locked in and joint venture
company incorporated, with license granted; and

•

Non-binding agreement signed with a Malaysian partner
and licence process begun.

Raiz’s strong brand, engaged network, first
mover advantage and reputation as a
customer-centric organisation will support
the Company’s growth strategy.
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FY’19 Outlook
Raiz focus for FY2019:
Continue to increase revenue and control costs to become cash
flow positive.
Increase the LTV of existing customer base.
Increase paying customers by proactively engaging inactive
customers and new customers.
Continuously improve the platform and user experience – a
major redesign of the client apps on Android, IOS and Web is
underway.
Continue research and development programs, in conjunction
with universities and strategic partners to improve customer
journey, and deliver relevant products and services.
Expanding the Raiz Group’s operations into Southeast Asia.
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Market Conditions
The Royal Commission and Productivity Commission have
greatly affected the way consumers view the industry:
•

Customer trust in all financial institutions is damaged.

•

Number of financial advisors is expected to decrease.

42%
Millennials are confident
with their current financial status

New online superannuation and investment products are
copying product features of Raiz – as well as incumbents
and providing competition.
Increasing concerns over data security and privacy. Raiz
understands this and recently installed Versive AI
technology to increase the security of it’s data.
Uncertain markets have affected fund performance and net
inflows. These conditions are expect to persist for the next
quarter.
These factors provide long-term challenges and
opportunities that Raiz is well positioned to meet

The financial services market environment
is changing. With a large millennial
customer base and the ability to deliver
new products and services, Raiz is well
positioned to evolve as the financial
industry changes. We are here for the
long-term
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Raiz Invest Super
Since launching in July 2018, FUM has grown to $28+ million
(as at 31 December 2018).
Marketed to existing customers of Raiz through online channels
targeting the database of over 600,000 sign ups.
Raiz Invest Super gives customers access to their
Superannuation via their mobile phone.
With a fast sign up process within the app the product allows
customers to view all investments in one place, consolidating
existing funds in minutes and reduce fees.

Raiz Invest Super ranks in the cheapest quartile for a Superannuation product, based on a SuperRatings review of over 440
superannuation funds.
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New Features Added
Raiz Kids: Simple way to invest
for under 18s

Goals functionality to assist
customers to save

Raiz Invest Super

20K+
Raiz Kids

$5m a month via
saving plans

$28m+ FUM
Raiz Invest Super

Raiz Rewards improvements

160+
brands

12k+ transactions a
month
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Appendix

Raiz Team
The awards and recognition Raiz have received highlights the hard work and commitment of the team.

We have seventeen full time workers, responsible
for coding, onboarding, funds management,
operation administration, customer service and
marketing.
We have assembled a talented team that manage
the complexity of the day to day Raiz operations
and who were also instrumental in the restructuring
of the business
We will continue to focus on culture as a key
differentiator for our people as this not only effects
our creativity, productivity and team tenure but
also ensures that we continue to be committed to
compliance and client service excellence.
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Raiz Customers
Raiz appeals to a new generation of investors, with its automated processes, and as a result, the Raiz platform will grow with
our customers on their life journey, to meet their emerging wealth and well-being needs.

175,000+

45%

Active customers

increase in revenue
per active customer

84%

80%

between
18 – 44 years

invest
once a month
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Raiz Rewards Partnership Growth
Raiz Reward Partners grew 42% to 163 partners since the end of June 2018.

Reward Partners:

of Partners
No. of RaizNoRewards
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We are working with specific partners to bring Raiz Rewards to brick & mortar shops as well as online.
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Awards
WINNER

Investor Innovator
FinTech Business 2017

WINNER

WINNER

Best Tech Innovation

Finder Awards 2018

Best Tech Innovation
Finder Awards 2016

WINNER

Best Personal Finance App
Finder Awards
2017

FINALIST

WINNER

Excellence in Wealth
Management
Finnies 2017

WINNER

Investor Innovator
FinTech Business
2018

FINALIST

Wealth Management

Finnies 2018

WINNER

Digital Design - App
Good Design Award 2016

Innovator in Wealth Management
FinTech Australia
2018

FINALIST

Best Communication
Campaign
FinTech Australia 2018

FINALIST

Best Personal Finance
Innovator

FinTech Business 2018
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Important Information
Important notice and disclaimer (Important Notice)
This presentation has been prepared by Raiz Invest Limited (ACN 615 510 177) (RAIZ). References in this presentation to RAIZ include its group of companies and trusts.
In consideration for being given access to this presentation, the recipient confirms, acknowledges and undertakes and agrees to the matters set out in this Important Notice.

This presentation is provided to recipients for information purposes and should be read in that context. The information in this presentation is in a summary form, does not purport to be complete, is not investment or financial product advice and is not
intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or other persons or to be used as the basis for making an investment decision. Please note that, in providing this presentation, RAIZ has not considered the objectives, financial position or needs of
any particular recipient. Any person considering an investment should consider whether such an investment is appropriate for its particular investment objectives, financial situation and needs, and conduct its own independent investigation and
assessment including obtaining investment, legal, tax, accounting and such other advice as it considers necessary or appropriate, prior to making an investment decision.
The information contained in this presentation is based on information available to RAIZ. Statements in this presentation are, unless otherwise stated, made only on the basis of information known to RAIZ as at the date of this presentation and relate in
part, to events that are changing. Circumstances may change at anytime. The information contained in this presentation, is therefore subject to change without notice and RAIZ may, in its absolute discretion, but without being under any obligation to
do so, update or supplement that information.
RAIZ and its affiliates, related bodies corporate and shareholders, their respective directors, employees, officers and advisers (Limited Parties), accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the contents of this presentation. No representation or
warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness, correctness or fairness of the information, or the opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. No Limited Party makes any representation or warranty that
this presentation is complete or that it contains all material information about RAIZ or which a prospective investor may require in evaluating a possible investment in RAIZ. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Limited Parties disclaim all
liability and responsibility (including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence) for any direct or indirect loss or damage which may be suffered by any person through the use of or reliance on anything contained in or omitted
from, or otherwise arising in connection with, this presentation and its contents, including without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence on the part of any of them. RAIZ has not independently verified any of the contents of this
presentation (including, without limitation, any of the information attributed to third parties).
Certain statements in this presentation may constitute forward-looking statements or statements about future matters that are based upon information known and assumptions made as of the date of this presentation. Forward looking statements can
generally be identified by the use of forward looking words such as, “expect”, “anticipate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “propose”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target”, “project”, “guidance” and other similar
expressions within the meaning of securities laws of applicable jurisdictions. Indications of, and guidance or outlook on, future earnings or financial position or performance are also forward looking statements. These statements are subject to internal
and external risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the control of RAIZ, that may have a material effect on future business. As such, undue reliance should not be placed on any forward-looking statement and RAIZ assumes no obligation
to update such information. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to or a reliable indicator of future performance. Nothing contained in this presentation nor any information made available to you is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise,
representation, warranty or guarantee, whether as to the past, present or future.
This presentation is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or any other disclosure document under Australian law or any other law. It does not constitute financial product advice or an invitation to subscribe for or purchase any Shares or an
offer for subscription or purchase of any Shares nor is it a solicitation to engage in or refrain from engaging in any acquisition of Shares or other associated derivatives transaction nor will anything contained in it form the basis of any offer, contract or
commitment. Any offer of Shares will be documented in a prospectus in accordance with Chapter 6D of the Corporations Act and lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission. If this occurs, any person who wishes to acquire
Shares will need to complete an application form that will be included in or will accompany the prospectus. Any decision by a person to acquire Shares should be made on the basis of the information contained in this presentation.
This presentation is not, and does not constitute, an offer to sell or the solicitation, invitation or recommendation to purchase any securities in RAIZ in any jurisdiction. In particular, this presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of
an offer to buy, any securities in the United States. The distribution of this presentation in jurisdictions outside of Australia may be restricted by law. Persons who come into possession of this presentation who are not in Australia should seek
independent professional advice and observe any such applicable restrictions. Neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be transmitted or released in the United States or distributed, directly or indirectly, to any person in the United States. By
accepting this presentation, the recipient agrees to comply with these restrictions.
All references to dollars, cents or $ in this presentation are to AUD currency, unless otherwise stated.
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